ART INTEGRATED PROJECT 2020-21
CLASS IX
SUB : ENGLISH
1. Music is a Universal language. It has no barriers. It’s the language of
the soul. The unit “Sound of Music” from your textbook “Beehive”
talks about great musicians from different parts of the globe. Music isan integral part
of our country and our musicians are our pride -- be it
from Punjab or Gujarat or Tamil Nadu or Karnataka or the very
vibrant Haryana.
● Write a paragraph on any two famous musicians of Haryana.
● Make a powerpoint presentation with minimum 8 slides including
music and audio.
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नदश: - 1. Write in A4 size sheets( 2 to 3 pages).
2.Paste related pictures 3 to 4 .
3. Can use different colours and do the work neatly.
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CLASS – IX

Subject- Maths

(circles ch 10)
Topic-Draw/color Mandala art
A circle is a round and two dimensional shape. All points of the edge of the circle
at the same distance from the center. In mandala art all the designs done in the
circle.
About mandala art
The mandala is a centering space for the self and soul an art therapy tool for
making order out of disorder. Mandala is a Sanskrit word for “magic circle’’.
Nearly every culture uses mandalas or circular image in their cultural or spiritual.
Activity
Draw circle, inside the circle draw patterns like floral or geometrical. For mandala,
pick a center point in the middle of the page use a compass to draw concentric
circles. Around the point draw axes across your circle in pencil draw one shape in
a ring around center point of the circle. Continue drawing concentric rings of
shapes.
Material required: Colours (Acrylic or Poster) , Pencil and Marker and Sketch
pens.
Application: Application of Mandala is to create beautiful designs on fabric, Walls,
Floor (As rangoli).

CLASS- IX SCIENCE
Paired state1) Karnal- Dairy farm in Haryana is Pride of India.
What are the cattle farming practices taken up by this
Organisation that lead to White Revolution in
India.(Make Your own documentary /ppt/ slide
show/voiceover)
CLASS- IX SOCIAL
Art Related Projects given for class IX & X for 2020-2021.
1.Class IX- Haryana state compare with Telangana state local and shelf government.

ART INTEGRATED PROJECT
CLASS X
SUB : ENGLISH
1. The Unit 7 ‘Glimpses of India” from your English textbook “First Flight” gives us a
glimpse of Goa, Coorg and Assam. During summer vacation many of you might have
planned to go on a tour to different places in India but all those plans have been
shattered due to the pandemic COVID-19. However you need not worry because
you can still go on virtual tours. Before going on a tour we need to have detailed
information about the place we are going to visit. To begin with shall we visit
Haryana - the Wonderland of Vibrant Culture. So prepare a colourful brochure
/PowerPoint presentation for the state:
Hints:
● History of Haryana
● Local attractions -any 4
● Culture and Tradition
● People - language, costume , occupation , etc.,
● Cuisine
● Festivals
● Shopping
● Prepare the brochure in the form of a booklet ( 6 to 8 pages,
A-4 sheets - white or coloured ) or a PPT (minimum 10 slides),
supporting it with pictures and sketches.
● Don’t forget to give an appropriate closing sentence.
Sub : Hindi
*Topic : ह रयाणा रा य के लोकगीत (folk songs) एवं लोकनृ य (folk dances) का स च
वणन क िजए।*
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नदश: -

1. Write in A4 size sheets( 2 to 3 pages).
2. Paste 3 to 4 related pictures.
3. Can use different colours and do the work neatly.

CLASS – X

SUB - MATHS

CLASS X
SCIENCE
Paired state Hanyana Telangana
Compare the male and female sex ratio of Haryana and Telangana What factors have lead to
these differences between these two sales.
Make a documentary short film movie based on this topic

CLASS X

SUB. – SOCIAL SCIENCE

Make a collage of Haryana state dance & culture.etc.
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